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What is V-POP?
Other than the conveyance of information from the controller (control system) using V8 series from 5.7”
monochrome to 15” to be used in the field site of FA, the enhancement of the function that analyzes the data by
linkage of data entry and superior database enables flexible and scalable system configuration.

POP System
Data analysis

Office

Preparation of daily report
For example, each stored information
can be used in the daily report. These
information can be also used to
analyze the cause of the production
stops, and it will be helpful to increase
the productivity.

Operation monitoring
of all lines at once

Operation monitoring
graph display

Analysis of defects
and shutoffs

Various information such as production pause/
discontinuation/ completion will be stored in the
database such as SQL server.
You can easily accumulate the summary of
production performance, quantity of defective
items, and cause of production stops.

Database
Operation status of each line can Operating status of each line can be
be shown by a list. The
displayed by band graph. Showing
production line that has numbers the information such as production
of operating issue can be easily name, number of plans, performed
seen in this list, and it will help
number, and alarms in one screen will
you to remedy the problems.
make you grasp the operating status
at a glance.

Number of stops and defects
can be shown item by item. By
showing it in descending order
of frequency, you will be able to
grasp the problem of facility
easily.
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Nuts and bolts

Ethernet

Production
site

Fundament: When? Who? Where? What?

Assembling
process
machinery

Reference no./Prod. item/Prod. lot no./

Date/Name of operator/Place/Machine no./
Scheduled qʼty./Defective qʼty/
Prod. date (Evaluation date)/Running data/
Breakout of defectives …and so on

What can we do with V-POP?
1) Operation monitoring: Uniform management of operational status (e.g., good/defective item
quantity control) of each equipment
Operating information of each production equipment terminal such as run/stop/error can be consolidated in
surveillance monitor and can be shown in a list of the operation status.

2) Production management: Manage the schedule of manufacturing number sheet/order sheet
(control the number of fair/defective items and breakout of defectives)
Information such as what operation was performed, when it was operated, who the operator was, can be collected in
the superior database. This information will be helpful to improve the facility and operatorsʼ skill by analyzing the data
of defectives and production stops.

3) Traceability: Production lot tracing and components management (reading 2D barcode)
Production information of each production equipment terminal can be collected in the database. You will be able to
make a prompt action when problem arises.
All brand names and product names in above are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Nuts and bolts of system realization
1) MES interface function
Various kinds of information such as the summary of production record, defective item quantity, and the cause of
the production stop can be sent to the database from V8 in SQL statement via V-Server. The communication
with the database can be realized without using the gateway PC or programming.
PC
ODBC

Database

Converted to

V-SFT
Ver5.1.0.0 or 256 kinds of setting are possible from 0 to 255.
later

SQL statement
V-SERVER

Equipped with MES
interface function!
Now easier to access
to the database!
Corresponded to
1) write, 2) read, and 3) search conditional reading.
Note) Please prepare the database such as SQL server at your own responsibility.
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express Edition is available from the following URL.

http://www.microsoft.com/japan/sql/editions/express/default.mspx

2) Multi IP connection
Mounting the option unit (CU-03-3) on one V8 will increase the Ethernet port to two ports. For example, it will be
able to pass the data without placing a burden on the network by connecting a V8 between different networks
(e.g. between production site and office).
The weight of the network itself can
be minimized by separating the
networks between the production site
and the office.
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CU-03-3

LAN at office
(IP=211.13.204.x)

Production site
LAN at production site (IP=192.168.1.x)
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Free version upgrade of the configuration software V-SFT-5
The configuration software (updated version) can be downloaded from the
following website.
Website:

http://www.hakko-elec.co.jp/en/download/09vsft5/index.html#02

